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World Futures Learning Lab
Red thread

- LEALA
  - A project for blended learning

- Implementing non-profit futures studies projects
  - Challenges and opportunities
  - Strategies and approaches

- The LEALA pilot in the DRC
“The Participation Programme is one of the means employed by the Organization to achieve its objectives, through participation in activities carried out by Member States or Associate Members, or by territories, organizations or institutions, in its fields of competence.”
Project development

- Common goals and themes, subjects and motivations
  - Life skills: futures thinking and futures oriented action
  - Education: futures education

- A long tradition of short FS intro courses

- LEALa: an opportunity to collaboratively DIY FS short courses in a glocal environment.
LEALa – structure and goals

- Enrich local courses by live streaming global experts;
- Allow a global audience to participate in a local course;
- Allow online interaction between local and global participants;
- Enable ongoing futures projects through a local-global interactive platform.
MAONO : Katanga pilot - DRC
Maono = ‘vision’ in Swahili
Mission types

- Orientation
- Observation
- Construction
- Combination
- Conversation
- Specials
- Trajectory
Flashes
Maono - conversations
Maono - conversations
Maono - creation
Maono – Sando
Maono – Libr’écriture
Maono - Pecho
Maono - Sixte
Maono - Rita
„Das Denken und die Methoden der Vergangenheit konnten die Weltkriege nicht verhindern, aber das Denken der Zukunft muss Kriege unmöglich machen.“ Albert Einstein www.einsteinjahr.de